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Abstract 
 
The role of IT in effective business-planning support is defined. The author shows that business-plan should contain unified 
information supporting high return on investments. IT should contain information that is listed in the article. The author divides 
this information by source: accounting and extra-accounting sources. The author also proves that company management 
should make decisions regarding the depth of costs and profits structure on their own. Insufficient detailing hampers valuable 
accounting. The author also characterizes the main features of external and internal IT and their tasks. The author proves that 
IT in Russian companies does not satisfy requirements of the modern stage of economic development. It is necessary to revise 
the scientific heritage of Soviet accounting and analytic school and also rest upon the experience of foreign counties in effective 
business-plan development as the author has shown. 
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Integral business-planning today plays a special role in the general system of industrial enterprise management system. It 
promotes development of the processes of managerial activity adaptation to business-planning. 
But in practice complex character of business-planning operations is not fully understood now especially as 
concerned its preliminary stage, while the most important decisions regarding future activity are made on this stage. 
This stage requires deep analysis and explanation of this idea. In the process of preliminary stage realization 
measures are carried out for adaptation of existing system of corporate management to the requirements of external 
environment, for necessary transformation of existing corporate structure, and for development of business-planning 
certification system due to processes unifying and standartization. 
In the present state of Russian economic practice development it is necessary to make gradual shift from 
traditional project description to business-planning standards. The aim of the process is not radical transformation of old 
planning system but justifying the necessity of its adjustment in accordance with the requirements of market 
transformations of the economy. 
Improvement of business-project plan development is directly correlated with the process of corporate 
development as a whole. Business-planning is critical for development of economy subject management system that is 
adequate to external environment requests and supports its long-term reliable functioning. 
One of the tasks is to satisfy requirements of investors because the main aim of business-planning is capital 
raising for a certain project realization. The process of unification of information provided in business-plan is especially 
important because it allows corporate representatives and potential investors to develop the common language for better 
understanding of each other's aims and tasks. This approach is possible only on the ground of adaptation of information 
of business-plan to requirements of investor. 
Different unions, natural and juridical persons, international and state financial intermediaries and institutions may 
act as investors. Considering the requirements of each potential investor it is possible to develop requirements to source 
information of business-project with investment character [1, p. 42-54]. These requirements are directly connected with 
investment standards that define effectiveness of investments in the scope of business-projects. 
Still business-project plans that have bee developed at present are not unified as required and holders of 
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investment resources have too much information. So it is necessary to develop objective approaches to IT to make it fully 
satisfy the requests of maturing business-planning system due to integration of methodological tools that are used now 
for this purpose. 
It is necessary to understand that the main aim of IT is provisioning corporate management (with limited number of 
workers) with information for carrying out enterprise productivity control procedures and justifying decisions basing of the 
results of this analysis. Information about fixed and direct expenses, average costs that determine cost price of products, 
production and sales profitability belong to this type of information. 
Information sources used for corporate productivity analysis may be divided into two groups: accounting and extra-
accounting. 
IT development is important for corporate functioning internal reliability. Management of economy subject decides 
on its own how to make costs and costs centers classification and match them with a certain centers of competence and 
how to account for standard and partial costs. A certain types of analysis that are regularly realized by corporate 
management characterize the level of chart of accounts details that is necessary for a certain income item and cost. 
If organization needs separating elements of fixed and direct expenses accounting database should be extended. 
(Semi-alternating costs may also be separated into fixed and direct.) Such extension may be required when enterprise 
management needs regular short-term alternative costs analysis or internal income statement with separated fixed and 
direct expenses. Later on card of accounts may be extended if organization needs to match costs to center of 
competence where they arise (or what they were related to) by their accountability in its accounting system. 
There is no some sort of standard accounting structure detailing because corporate management should make 
decision regarding the depth of details of costs and income indicators on its own. But it is worth noticing that usually 
corporate accounting data is not adequately detailed that hamper valuable accounting [2]. A number of cases are known 
that enterprises have never revised their cards of accounts after automation. Still in economic practice there are also 
known the cases of unpractical investments in computer programs modernization for deeper data detailing. Anyway 
detailing of data that supports its regular use may be considered practical [3, 4, 5, 6]. There is no need to use expensive 
applications for extra-detailed presentation of information. 
Detailed accounting information is important for alternative analysis of full costs. Trends of costs variations and 
distributions are more important for management accounting because it provides correlation between developing 
management control system and its aims [7, 8]. 
Analysis of big volumes of data both internal and external is necessary for enterprise functioning that in turn 
requires quality IT. 
External IT is focused of the following tasks: 
4. legislative legal information of the Federal level of economy management (governmental regulations and 
decrees, State laws). Main focus of this information is development of favorable conditions for external 
investors in the base of sustainable development and regulative base protecting investor's interests); 
5. regional and municipal legislative legal information for settlement of the most important problems in regions. 
They may be related to creation and preserving jobs, dwelling provisioning to the people living in dilapidated or 
abnormal houses, environment protection. Settlement of these problems is necessary for creation of favorable 
investment conditions in regions or municipalities by lightening enterprise tax burden under the condition of 
fulfillment of socially valuable for region investment programs, facilities modernization by these enterprises; 
6. intersectoral IT for different activities support for example in power saving; 
7. information related to tax legislation, tax levy, duty and payments. Communication of tax information is critically 
important for correct understanding of the future return on today investments. It is necessary to keep correct 
correlation of federal, regional and local taxes taking into consideration possible benefits and the ways of tax 
optimization; 
8. methodological information that defines rules and standards of investment business-projects plans 
development that describe methodological tools used in business-practice for calculating investment 
efficiency, development of final tables, etc. [9. 10]. 
Guidelines on evaluation of investment projects efficiency and selection of investment projects for funding is still 
the main legislative document for investment market. These guidelines highlight the most important aspects of analysis of 
investment project related to the following: 
• modeling product, cash, resource and information channels; 
• market state analysis and its impact on activity of enterprise that is realizing a certain business-project, its 
impact on ecological situation, etc. 
• investment efficiency evaluation on the base of comparison of costs and returns with accepted yield and 
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profitability standard; 
• reduction of costs and returns considering different periods to commensurable cost-effectiveness indicators; 
• impact of inflation factors, delays in wage payments and other aspects that impact the value of bankroll; 
• uncertainty factors and risks related to investment project realization; 
• International Financial Reporting Standards as important element that shows future results of business-project 
plan realization. 
Internal IT contains information about the company: organizational structure, technological development level, 
availability of qualified personnel, market share, financial provision state, realized strategy. 
Availability of internal and external IT presumes development of business-project investment plan as the main task. 
Besides, now there is positive experience of using foreign methods of business-planning in national enterprises. 
Nevertheless development of unified approach to accounting in Russian and foreign enterprises does not mean 
their identity. Key distinguishing features are related to higher extent of market approaches development in economic 
activities in foreign countries. Market activity predetermines using of a certain methodological tools most closely related to 
market economical methods and requests of external environment of enterprise. This approach promote constant 
development of internal management of a company, stimulates top-managers to use the most advanced management 
methods [10, 11]. 
So the greatest obstacle for using scientific and methodological base that is used by foreign enterprises is the lack 
of IT corresponding to the requests of the present stage of economical development [12, 13]. 
Therefore one of the most important tasks is transformation of the national experience in business theory and 
practice in accordance with tasks of the ongoing market transformation. 
The other task of development of modern and quality business-planning system in Russian industrial enterprises is 
application of the new methods of gaining information about product quality, cost of production, financial results of 
unconventional sources that support well grounded decisions. 
It is also necessary to analyze individual elements of the system as a single unit from the point of view of 
effectiveness of goal achievement. 
Deep analysis and revision of rich scientific legacy of Soviet accounting and analytic and economic and statistics 
school and application of advanced tools used for effective business-plans development in advanced countries is 
important requirement for high quality of business-project planning. 
Special attention should be paid for extending calculating methods used in Russian industrial enterprises by 
methodological tools that are widely used in advanced countries and its legislative consolidation and correlation with 
existing tax code. Main task here is reasonable matching of national experience of accounting operation conduct by main 
element and application of different methods of flexible development of accounting practice typical for market 
transformations. 
Important factor of effective management of Russian industrial enterprises is flexible and optimal combination of 
national results and foreign experience of business-practice. 
The main condition that will characterize the trends of business-planning improvement in Russia is legislative 
consolidation of the further development and deepening of market oriented transformations. It is also necessary to take 
into consideration expediency of constant effect of management system on it quality. It supposes complex analysis of 
information flows related to each structural unit of an enterprise and validity of their transfer in communication process. 
Besides this process cause the necessity of development of effective communicative networks and links that optimize 
information transfer in an enterprise. 
Any material resources flow is directly related to information flow that in turn generates organizational and 
economic and methodological support for the process of investment business-projects development. 
Therefore information for any management system provides information about the state of managed system 
necessary to obtain a certain aims. These aims are set by the management of an enterprise to provide information for the 
process of making grounded management decisions. 
To conclude, IT in connection with methodological support for this process and improvement of organizational 
structure of industrial enterprise is extremely important for high quality business-planning. 
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